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Galaxy Gaming Adds Steve Venuto to
National Sales Team
Industry Veteran Will Serve as Northeast Regional Sales Manager for
Las Vegas-Based Gaming Leader

LAS VEGAS, Feb. 20, 2014 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Galaxy Gaming (OTC:GLXZ) has
named Steve Venuto as Northeast Regional Sales Manager, installing the industry veteran
in a key position as the Company looks to continue its nationwide expansion and rapid
growth strategy throughout 2014.

"Any company is only as good as its people – and with Steve Venuto now joining us, we
believe our team is second to none," said Galaxy Gaming CEO Robert Saucier. "Steve has
both the experience and the relationships to guide our Company's continued extension into
a priority market like the Northeast."

Mr. Venuto has more than 30 years experience in the gaming industry, and has worked with
many of the most prominent companies in the business, including Bally's, Shuffle Master
Gaming (where he was Director of Sales) and Showboat Atlantic City, where he served as
Director of Casino Administration and Table Games. In that position, Mr. Venuto was tasked
with creating the company's gaming floor plan, operating budgets and game mix.

"This is an amazing opportunity for me, and I couldn't be more excited to join Galaxy Gaming
and bring its outstanding brand everywhere in the Northeast," said Mr. Venuto. "Our creative
and distinctive table games, as well as one-of-a-kind progressives, make Galaxy's games a
hit everywhere they are played. My job will be to make sure every casino in this region can
offer the best."

Galaxy Gaming noted that it is gaining definite momentum in its expansion strategy, recently
gaining entry into Arizona, Missouri and the Gulf Coast, as well as completing a major
launch into the most select casino properties in South Africa. The Company is already the
top table game provider in the United Kingdom, and the second largest worldwide.

About Galaxy Gaming

Headquartered in Las Vegas, Galaxy Gaming (www.galaxygaming.com) develops,
manufactures and distributes innovative proprietary table games, state-of-the-art electronic
wagering platforms and enhanced bonusing systems to land-based, riverboat, cruise ships
and online casinos worldwide. Through its iGaming Partner Games Marketing Ltd., Galaxy
Gaming licenses its proprietary table games to the online gaming industry.
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